
Useful websites: 

www.mathszone.co.uk 

www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/ks1 

www.ICTgames.co.uk 

www.topmarks.co.uk 
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At Saltburn Primary School we follow the 

new mathematics curriculum. In addition to     

knowing and applying basic mathematics 

skills, children are required to reason, think  

independently, solve problems using different 

strategies, and effectively communicate their 

methods. Parents’ help at home is essential in 

helping children develop and strengthen these 

skills.  

Here are some suggestions for parents     

helping at home:  

� Let your children know you believe they 

can be successful in maths.  

� Encourage and support risk taking and 

celebrate perseverance.  

� Encourage your children to solve problems 

with you.  

� Help them identify different methods or 

strategies to use in finding solutions and    

resist the temptation to provide the answer 

or method. There is usually more than one 

way to solve a problem, and simpler  

strategies are often effective.  

� Provide opportunities for your children to 

explain and justify their thinking.  

� Connect mathematics to real life  

experiences. Emphasising the mathematics 

around us helps to make mathematics       

education relevant.  

� Ask good questions about their homework 

and be good listeners when your children    

respond.  

� Encourage children to estimate answers    

before working out the answer.  

 

Recognise and use language          

relating to dates, including days of 

the week, months, seasons and 

years: 

Tell the time to the hour and half 

past the hour and draw the hands 

on the clock face to show these 

times: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Key words: o’clock, half past, minute hand, 

hour hand 



Recognise and name common   

2D and 3D shapes: 

 

cuboid 

Good questions, and equally important, 

good listening can help children make 

sense of mathematics, build their           

confidence, and encourage mathematical 

thinking and communication. A good   

question opens up a problem and supports 

different ways of thinking about it. Some 

questions to try while helping a child might 

include:  

� What do you already know about this?  

� What do you need to find out?  

� How might you begin?  

� How can you organise your information?  

� Can you draw a picture to explain your 

thinking?  

� Are there other possibilities?  

� What would happen if …?  

� What do you need to do next?  

 



 Year 1 expectations  

Read and write numbers to 20 in           

numerals and words:  

 1  one     11  eleven 

 2  two   12  twelve 

 3  three   13  thirteen 

 4  four   14  fourteen 

 5  five   15  fifteen  

 6  six   16  sixteen 

 7  seven   17  seventeen 

 8  eight   18  eighteen 

 9  nine   19  nineteen 

 10  ten   20  twenty 

Count on/back in 1’s:  

 

 

 

 

Have a set number of objects. Get your child to count 

them. Get them to add another/take one away. Ask 

them to count again.  

 

 

 

Solve one step  problems involving   

addition, subtraction, multiplication 

and division:  

 

Use more than/ less than:  

 

 

 

 

 

Talk about the size of the crocodile’s jaw – which 

part is larger/smaller. Link this to numbers/number 

of objects.  

Use this concept to help your children state the    

relationship between two numbers  

Key words: greater than, less than, larger, 

smaller, equal to 



Recognise, find and name halves and 

quarters of objects, shapes and          

quantities: 

 

 

 

Use fruit, cakes etc. and show how to cut 1 item into 2 

or 4 equal pieces. 

Key words: equal, half, whole, 1 of 2 parts, quarter, 

1 of 4 parts 

Measure and begin to record 

weight/mass:  

Bake cakes, follow recipes. Make sure you use the 

language of weight/mass.  

 

 

 

When weighing heavier objects like themselves,    

discuss why we might use different language. Get 

your child to think of other things that might be best 

used in grams/kilograms.  

Key words: mass, weight, grams, kilograms 

 

 

 

Number bonds to 10 and 20:  

Use fingers to remind the children as a way to 

work out the number bonds.  

 

 

 

 

 

Recognise plus and minus signs: 

Look at places they appear. Volume/channel     

buttons – discuss what happens when you press 

each button.  



Words to measure length and 

height:  

 

 

 

 

Measure a range of items, including your child, 

and discuss how they can use centimetres or   

meters depending how big something is.  

Key words: length, height, centimetre, meter, 

ruler, measure  

 

Use words to describe direction 

and movement:  

Take your child on a journey in the local area that 

they are familiar with. Get them to describe where 

they are going, what direction you need to head/

turn in.  

Use maps that they can make of an area and play a 

game that involves you following instructions to 

get from the start to a location. 

Key words: forward, backwards, turn, left, 

right, straight on 

Count in 2s, 5s and 10s:  

Count everyday objects in groups of 2s, 5s and 10s 

Count, read and write numbers to 

100 in numerals:  

Calculations with add and subtract 

signs:  

Use a range of objects to help the children visualise 

the calculation they are doing  

3 +  3 = 6   

                                                                                        

 

6 - 3 = 3  
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